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Fuel cost rose 8 cents
From Wednesday to Friday, Northwest Airlines' cost of jet fuel - 17
percent of its operating expenses increased 8 cents a gallon, officials said.
The airline expects further increases.
Analysts say the surcharges are inevitable as long as oil prices stay at current
levels. West Texas intennediate crude
oil rose $1.38 to $24.49 a barrel Friday
in New York after adding $1.57 a barrel
Thursday.

Recession upon USA
The U.S. economy has slipped
into a recession. However this is not a
classic recession that is statistically easy
to prove. But this is an economic
downturn the average person can see
clearly with every new layoff announcement and plant shutdown.
Craig J. Opperman, The Guardian

"Hit the lights!" Light posts erected In West Lot.

Barry jurors deliberate

!Drinking laws
WSU houses students in hotel strengthened
Thomas Gnau

Jurors resume deliberations Monday
in Washington , D.C. , Mayor Marion
Barry's cocaine and perjury trial. And
officials say it could be quite a while
before a verdict is reached. Judge
Thomas Penfield Jackson agreed to the
jury's request Saturday to review 130
exhibits - most entered by the prosecution. The jury has been sequestered
since June 18.

Assistant News Editor
Wright State University has made
arrangements to temporarily house
students in the Interstate 675 Holiday
Inn across Colonel Glenn Highway
due to a shortage of on-campus
housing, according to Michael J.
Coakely, director of student development.
"I anticipate some people will
be over there; I don't how many for
sure," Coakely said. The hotel
arrangements, said Coakely, "gives
us a little flexibility to give people a
place to live, instead of just saying
'go home."'
"Anybody we put over there,"

Scandal in the Church

Vicki Long is leaving a mark on the
Roman Catholic church. She filed a
Paternity suit against a priest and forced
resignations of an archbishop and
another priest who confessed to
relationships with the fonner singer.
The latest fallout came Saturday when
the Reverend Michael Woods stunned
Coakely predicted, "will only be
Parishioners in suburban Atlanta by , .
saying he, "was intimately involved . · , , there' for pp )noie 'than ~ :week)+ _
Coakely said that students who
with the lady,,"
·' · ·
·' ·

are placed in the Holiday Inn will not
Christine Arnold
have to pay the charges. WSU will pay
the costs.
News Editor
WSU was forced to place students in
the Holiday Inn last year.
A new state law went into effect July
In a 1985 report, Coakely said he felt 25 that strengthens Ohio law governing
drunk driving.
WSU could bear 2,700 on-campus housUnder terms of the new law, anyone
ing spaces. Last yearl,361 students lived
suspected
of drinking while under the
on campus . Though Coakely doesn't feel
influence
who
doesn't willingly submit
that WSU necessarily has a housing
to an alcohol test will have his driver's
problem, he said that this is the first year
license seized immediately.
in three years that WSU has not put up a
Offficers will also seize the licenses
new student-housing building so the
of repeat offenders who submit to a
crunch is felt more profoundly.
sobriety test and are determined to be
"The six new buildings that went up intoxicated.
in the Woods have met some of that
The law also establishes a new
need," said Coakely, "but now there are
offense of "aggravated vehicular assualt", making it a fourth-degree felony for
no definite plans to open up any new
beds."
a drunk driver to cause serious injury to
To ~ccomodate the number·of.. . .. .. , ~ another-person . .This offense wqill be
punishable by up to ive years in jail and
~
see "WSU" on page 12
see "Laws"'°" page 13
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Wedne day, July 7, 1989

Campus Digest
Wright State University

Quarterly Crime Report
from 7 /11 /90 to 816190
AGGRAVATED MENACING ......... 01
MENACING ...................... 01
THEFT ..........................02
TRAFFICING MARIJUANA .......... 01
TOTAL .......................... .

improvements.
Financial services will use the award fund to provide
for a professional development program, completing a
student-faculty computer integration project, retaining a nationally renowned financial planner as a resident planner,
and a distinguished speaker series to expose students and
faculty to issues and emerging opportunities in the financil
services industry.
Said Dr. Daniel Kaufman, chair and profe sor of
finance and director of the financial services program at
WSU, "(With this money) our faculty and program as a
whole will be able to keep up to date with thing that are
going on in the financial service field."

Career Services brings employers

05

The Guardian will continue to monitor
Public Safety crime reports.

College Students in Broadcasting

College Students in Broadcasting (CSB) will be
forming a local chapter at WSU this fall, according to
organizer Deborah Wasserman.
Financial services major
The chapter will be one of five in the U.S. of the
earns excellence award
national organization for students interested in electronic
media.
Wright State University's financial services program of
Monthly meetings will feature panel discussions with
the Department of Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate has
local persona._ •ies and professionals.
received a Program Excellence Award from the Ohio Board
For more information, students can leave their name,
of Regents, according to a press release from University
phone number, and mailbox number in student mailbox
Communications.
0184.
The Program Excellence Award recognizes distinctive
undergraduate programs, and provides funding to further
Peace studies project
enhance the selected programs.
WSU's program was one of 21 selected from 111
A grant of $3,000 has been awarded to the WSU Peace
submitted by colleges across the state, and will receive
Studie A sociation for a project this fall hilighting the
$149,614 over the next two years for program
recent changes in Eastern Europe.

Bill for handicapped
approved in Senate

lr

1
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The Ohio House of
Representatives recently
approved a Senate -passed
bill to classify motorized
wheelchairs as pedestrians
under the state traffic code.
The house voted 89 to 2
in favor of Senate bill 272,
Whl.ch no w proceeds to
Governor Richard Celeste to
be signed into law·
The current law classifies motorized wheelchairs
as motor vehicles, and the
new bill will redefine
handicapped persons using
motor-powered wheelchairs

Senator Paul E. Pfieffer·
R.- Bucryus, sponsor of the
bill, said at this time their is
a situation where an
occupant of a motorized
wheelchair could be cited
for using a public street
because his ir her wheelchair does not meet the
minimum standards for a
motorized vehicle.
According to Pfieffer,
Pataskala, Ohio resident
Paul Marcum was recently
cited for using his wheelchair on a public street, even
though their are no side-

The grant was awarded by the Ohio Humanities
Council, an agency of the National Endowment for thr
Humanities, and will partially fund the project, according to
University Communications.
The Peace Studies project, a coopertive effort of WSU,
University of Dayton, and the United Theological Seminary, is entitled 'Eastern Europe: If No Wall , Then What?'
A two-day conference, featuring guest lecturers and and
workshop directors from eastern European countries, will
be held in September as part of the project.

According to Susan Cox, Associate Director of
Career Services at Wright State University, Career
Services is bringing more potential employers to
campus for interviews than ever before with what
she calls the "flexible recruiting program."
"We're the only university in Ohio with anything
like this," Cox said. With flexible recruiting, Career
Services has been able to greatly diversify and bring
in more employers, according to Cox.
Cox explained that to take advantage of the program, students need only register and be ready to
interview. Registration entails filling out the registration packet and signing a release.
"Employers sometimes call us with an immediate
need," explained Cox. "We then send a list of
students who may meet that need." Cox said the
placement office sends a list of as many students as
possible.
see ..Career" on page 14

'President's awards
New law lets you
move and still vote presented to WSU staff
forms 30 days or less
Ohioans who have
before election day had to
changed their addresses 30 vote at their old precinct.
days or less before election
Brown said that
day will still be able to vote people who have moved
with House Bill 237.
will be required to go to
According to a press
their county board of
release from Secretary of
elections where they must
State Sherrod Brown's
complete a change of
office, the bill became law address form and sign a
on July 27, and will allow
statement that they will not
voters who have moved to a attempt to vote at another
different precinct within the location before voting by
same county 31 days or
absentee ballot.
more before the election to
Said Brown: "It just
vote at their county board
doesn't make sense that a
of elections office. Previperson loses the right to
ously, voters who moved
vote just by moving a few
and failed to update their
blocks down the road."

The President's Awards are designed to honor selected
members of the staff for making outstanding contributions
to the university. A wards are presented for service,
creativity, and human relations.
EXCELLENCE IN SERVICE AWARD
Dolores Davis, administrative secretary in WSU's College of Engineering and Computer Science, has made significant contributions to the college including coordinating
the design and preparation of a brochure to aid in the fundraising efforts for the new engineering and compputer
science building and designing a computerized scoring
procedure for the high school TEAMS competition. "I
was speechless when the president called to tell me I had
won," said Davis. "It made me feel great and gave me a
real boost"
Loma Dawes, director of the Wright State University
Center, administers several additional special projects, in-

_as_~~_e_s~_·_an_s_·~~~~~-w~a~_s_m_._h_is~M-i~g-hb_o_r_h_~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ c~dingtheannual~~galD~ncrandtheUni~nhy

LOOKING FOR A
ROOMATE?
Try Placing A
Classified Ad.
.,"
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Artist Series and residency programs. Recently, Dawes
served on the Ohio Arts Council Presenting Touring committee for three years and chairing it for two years. She
currently is president of the Ohio Rdgional Association of
Concert and Lecture Enterprises, an organization of
presenters of the performing arts. "The many talents
within a university community provide resources ffor
~ollaborating, which enhance any P,roj~t we ~~qe~e,"
Dawes -~aiq. "I a,ppr~iate having the op~unity ito ~e.rve
excellent and dedicated students,.faculty. and· staff."
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Student loses lawsuit
against Wright State
Thomas Gnau
Ass't. News Editor
Psychology major
Bradley M. Gilbert will file
an appeal to Judge W. Erwin
Kilpatrick' s decision
concerning an academic
' dishonesty case against
Wright State University.
Judge Kilpatrick decided
against plantiff Gilbert and
for defendant Wright State
in this law suit.
Gilbert has been a WSU
Craig J. Opperman, The Guardian student since September
The Nutter Center's C. J. Mclin Gym rapidly nears completion
1986. In the academic year
of 1988-1989, Gilbert wrote
a paper for a WSU psychology course entitled Psychology 304.
According to the judge's
decision, Dr. Joan Rentsch,
events, with a projected
course, two animated
Charles Kin
assistant professor of
attendance of over 50,000 scoreboard message
Staff
psychology and instructor
people for the first seven
centers on either end of
for Psychology 304, felt that
months of operation.
the main arena, and the
The final phase of
Gilbert had used parts of
On December 15, a
four-sided center susconstruction is underway
other authors' work verbagala Grand opening will
pended color animated
tim in his own paper,
and only five months
kick-off a month-long
scoreboard message
without using quotation
remain before the Nutter
series of concerts, family
center in the main arena,
marks around the verbatim
Center is completed,
shows, and sporting
plus the exterior marquee material. At WSU this is
according to University
considered academic
located near the Nutter
events to showcase the
Communications.
misconduct.
Center
entrance
from
center.
The most critical
Dr. Rentsch gave
According
to
Oddy,
a
Colonel
Glenn
Highway.
phase for the center is
Gilbert's
paper a grade of 0.
Landscaping
has
begun
$750, 000 scoreboardpouring the concrete for
In
response,
Gilbert
around the Nutter Center,
message center system
the seat risers, followed
alleged
that
WSU
had acted
and will continue through
will serve the entire
by the installation of
"arbitrarily
and
capri·
October. Oddy said "the
center. This includes
fixed seating, to have
ciously" in grading his
eight-acre lake adjacent to
scoreboards in the C.J.
begun by August 1.
paper, and that WSU had
the center will provide an
McLin Gymnasium, a
Tom Oddy, Nutter
violated its contract with
message center at the box excellent backdrop for
center director, said the
him.
paddleboats, windsurfing
office, eight television
center has already schedGilbert cla:'lled that he
and canoes.
monitors on the conuled approximately 120
and WSU entereJ into a
contract under the terms of

Nutter Center partially
opens for fall quarter

which WSU promised that if
he, Gilbert, payed tuition,
completed the work assigned to students, and
adhered to university
regulations, WSU would
issue fair grades and a
degree to Gilbert.
Gilbert alleged that
WSU breached its contract
with him.
Judge Kilpatrick
disagreed.
Kilpatrick wrote in his
decision that Gilbert failed
to demonstrate any arbitrariness on WSU's part.
Wrote Kilpatrick, "This
court concludes that the
decision of Defendant WSU
that Mr. Gilbert's paper
constituted academic
dishonesty was purely an
academic decision. Thus,
the court must focus upon
the excercise of professional
judgement utitlized by Dr.
Joan Rentsch and WSU."
Kilpatrick noted that
Gilbert received the minimum penalty for academic
dishonesty at WSU, and that
WSU followed all "proper
procedures" after Dr.
Rentsch gave Gilbert the
grade of 0.
According to Paul D.
Gilbert, Bradley Gilbert's
lawyer and father, an appeal
will be filed in the
Montgomery County Court
of Appeals. Paul Gilbert
had no other comment on
the case.
Gwen Mattison, director

of legal affairs at WSU, had
no specific comment either,
other than to say that she
agreed with Kilpatrick' s
decision.
Joanne Risacher,
assistant vice-president for
student life, said in an
interview that in academic
misconduct cases a student
has the right to appeal what
they feel is an unfair grade
or academic sanction.
"The grade appeals
process is usually different
for each college," said
Risacher, "but they differ
only minimally."
According to WSU
policy, if the inci<lent ca~not
be resolved at the college
level, or if the student
disagrees with a decision or
an imposed academic
sanction, they may appeal to
the University Appeab
Board.
The University Appeals
Board is composed of four
Stl:ldents and three faculty
members, all of whom serve .
one year terms. ..._fl{.
students are recommended
by Student Government,
while the faculty members
are recommended by the
faculty government. The
chair of the appeals board is
appointed by the President
of the University.
If the student is unsatisfied with the ruling of the
appeals board, he or she
may then appeal directly to
the president.

Colleges pay higher salaries;
Med. student loans paid by state
students pick up the tab
paying more than their
Pat Ordovensk~
<eeopyright 1990, U A
established salary scales.
TODAY/Apple College
A growing shortage of
college professors is to
Information Network
blame, college officials
say.
Colleges are paying
The survey was conhigher salaries to attract a
ducted by the American
dwindling pool of educaCouncil on Education."It's
tors, and students are
picking up the tab, a survey a very good time to have a
Ph.D. and be looking for a
released Sunday shows.
teaching position," said
The survey of 364
institutions found that one- Elaine El-Khawas, ACE
vice president, who confourth of all colleges and
ducted the survey.
49percent of four-year
Rising salaries are
public colleges say they
pay newly hired professors "putting new pressures on
tuitions" already increasing
morethan senior members
about 6 percent a year, she
of the same deparunent.
And 41 percent say they're said. "That money has t~

Christine Arnold
News Editor

come from somewhere."
Average salary for fouryear-college faculty members is $42,200, said the
American Association of
University Professors. For
full professors, the most
senior rank, it's $54,340.
The shortage is developing because members of
the large block of professors hired after World War
II are starting to retire and
too few replacements are in
the graduate school
pipelines. The shortage is
most severe, El-Khawas
said, in lab sciences,
engineering, business and
health-related fields.

The Ohio Senate
recently approved legislation that will help provide
basic health care services
to residents in rural areas
of Ohio.
Under the health
professions loan repayment program, Senate Bill
.253, physicians who agree
to practice in underserved
areas of Ohio could
qualify to have school
loans and expenses paid
for by the state.
Physicians specializing
in family practice or

.
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tients and the uninsured.
general internal medicine
The program would be
would be eligible to apply
administered jointly by
for repayment of up to
the Ohio Department of
$80,000 in loans or
Health, who would be
expenses incurred to
responsible for identifyfinance their medical
ing the underserved areas
education.
of the state, and the Ohio
Physicians accepted
into the program would be Student Loan Commission.
required to practice in an
Senate Bill 253 would
underserved area for a
initially establish the
minimum of two years
program as a five-year
and a maximum of four
years, depending upon the ·pilot project, with
funding to be included
amount of repayment.
for five physicians each
Physicians would be
year, and is now awaiting
required to treat patients
further review by a
regardless of their ability
committee in the House
t,o pay, including Mediof Representatives.
. c~ud ~d· Medicare pa:.
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Tuition increases; financial aid competition stiffens
Luisa Calderon

Ha~es

©Copyright 1990, USA
TODAYI Apple College
Information Network

As the overall number of
traditional U.S. college-age
students declines, tuition
continues to rise, and the
competition for financial aid
stiffens.
Tuitions and other
college costs have risen on
the average of 9 percent per
year. says Arthur Hauptman,
author of the two-year study
"The College Tuition
Spiral." Those tuition costs
are almost double the 4.8
percent annual rate of
inflation as reported in the
February 1990 "Economic
Report from the PresidenL"
Enrollment of 18-to-24year-old college students

has been declining.
Academic consultants
cite lower population
growth and fewer students
graduating from high school
for the decrease in traditional-age college students.
"Enrollments have
leveled out and are not
increasing, as they did in the Center for Education
'60s, for example," said
Statistics, there were
Hauptman.
13,043,000 college students
While the number of
in the fall of 1988. Of that,
traditional college-age
2.8 percent were nonstudents has declined and is resident alien students, and
now holding steady, the
18.4 percent were minority
number of international
students.
students studying in the
Census data compiled by
United States has increased. the Institute of International
Nonnan Brandt. statisti- Education for 1988-'89
ciao with the U.S. Office of shows a 2.9-percent increase
Education Research, said
in the number of foreign
that according to data
students in the United
provided by the National
States, the largest one-year

detennine whether to admit
foreign students and provide
scholarships, said Ed Battle,
IIE director of communications.
Foreign and exhange
students can be and are
recipients of some U.S.
funding, he said. "Foreign
students qualify for funding
increase since the early
only if the university makes
1980s.
it available to them."
According to the IIE
According to Battle, the
repo~ the growth in the
Fulbright program and
foreign-student population
USAID are federal funds
in the past six years has
specifically targeted to
been about 8.5 percent
While the primary source of international students. The
former requires an applicamoney for international
tion by a foreign student
students comes from their
wishing to study in the
families and personal
sources, nearly 20 percent of United States or a U.S.
the tuition paid comes from citizen wishing to study
abroad
U.S. sources.
Through USAID, foreign
Individual universities

Tuition and other college costs
have risen on the average
of 9 percent per year

students are trained in
specific. technological skills
that they will then use to
implement projects in their
homelands.
While competition for
financial aid is stiff, funding
is still available to qualified
students from a number of
sources. beginning with the
college or university in
which the student is
enrolled.
Some possibilities are
listed below:
- The state of
Michigan has instituted a
tuition prepayment plan for
pre-college-age students.
The plan allows tuition to be
paid to the state in a lump
sum prior to enrollment and
guarantees that a prospecaee "Tuition" on page 13

Supreme Court loses a liberat vote College students return home
Tony Mauro
©Copyright 1990, USA
TODAY/Apple College
Information Network

WASHINGTON -Pick
a national issue that makes
your blood boil: abortion,
civil rights, flag-burning, the
rights of criminals, the
power of the news media,
even school prayer.
On all those issues and
more, William Brennan Jr.
had enonnous impact in his
34 years on the Supreme
Court. And his abrupt
departw-e from the nation's
highest court, announced
Friday for health reasons,
likely will mean dramatic
change in those segments of
the country's legal and
social landscape.
That's why the departure
of a diminutive, 84-year-old
jurist, unknown by the
majority of the public during
most of his career, made
banner headlines Saturday
- and why debate over his
successor will chum through
the rest of the summer.
The importance of
Brennan' s retirement comes
not just because it means the
loss of one vote for the
liberals among the nine
jm:tices - though on a court
that often divides 5-4 on hot
issues, that would be
significant enough.
The significance comes
mainly because of Brennan,

Dayna Dunteman

himself. He was not just a
liberal vote, he was a liberal
champion, always striving to
bring new minorities, new
rights, new protections, into
the safe harbor of the
Constitution.
"I speak for millions of
civil liberties advocates
when I say we've lost our
leader - not just a vote but
a leader," says University of
Michigan law professor
Yale Kamisar. "He was
really the indispensable
justice."
Until the very end of his
tenure, even though surrounded by increasingly
conservative fellow justices,
he was still able to win
liberal victories, last month
writing the majority
opinions that tossed out a
law banning flag-burning as
unconstitutional, and
upholding two affirmative
action programs that boosted
the minority ownership of
television and radio stations.
The nation's news media
breathed easier because
Brennan was on the court,
because he provided not
only a vote in their favor,
but the intellectual firepower
to fend off those who would
regulate the press more
severely.
With Brennan gone, says
prominent First Amendment
lawyer Floyd Abrams, "it
whi be tJi~ f rrst time in over

50 years that there will not
©Copyright 1990, USA
be a First Amendment
TODAY/Apple College
scholar or champion on the
Information Network
court."
Brennan applied the
From the dorm to their
same fervor to his advocacy
parents' doorstep, thouof the rights of women,
sands of college students
minorities and criminal
are migrating back home
defendants, and to his belief
- adult ideas in their
that forced school prayer
heads, bulging bags of
and other government
dirty laundry in their
accommodations of religion
hands.
were forbidden by the Bill
They are grown-ups,
of Rights.
but kids, too. So after a
Without Brennan, the
whole year of testing their
court's liberal wing is at its
wings, it's no wonder
lowest strength in 50 years
many have problems fitting
or more. The only other
back into the nest. More
liberal stalwart, Thurgood
Marshall, 81, is weakening;
for years, court insiders have
said he and his law clerks
relied heavily on Brennan
for direction. Harry
Blackmun has become
increasingly liberal and John
Paul Stevens is an occasional visitor to the liberal
camp, but neither has the
persuasive power of
Brennan.
With Brennan replaced
10 Sessions
by a conservative or even a
Only $29.95
moderate justice, what will
happen? Some already are
·
·
1 Month for $39.95
predicting
a conservauve
juggernaut, equal in velocity
2 Months for $69.95
to the liberal swing of
Franklin Roosevelt's New
Just 5 minutes from
Deal court 50 years ago.
Wright State and WPAFB
The easiest target for a
95 E· 0 ayt on- y ellow
conservative assault would
. . . .. . .
, . . Springs Rd.
. see"Court" on page 13.
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themselves into adulthood,
while remaining somewhat
financially and emotionally dependent on their
parents," said Jeff Stumbras, therapist at the Green
Bay Wellness and Behavioral Health Clinic in
Green Bay, Wis.
"They get to try their
wings for a while, experience the world and then
come back to the sanctuary
of home. They have a
chance to compare lifestyles, review the values
they had before and make
judgments about the kind

MUST BE 21
OR OLDER
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and more college students
find themselves moving
back home in the summer,
simply because they can't
afford a place of their own.
Fifty-three percent of all
18- to 24-year-olds live with
their parents or depend on
them financially while
living in college dorms,
compared to 43 percent in
1960, says Money magazine.
Ideally, this benefits
both students and their
parents.
"It's a nice opportunity
for kids in that it gives them
a chance to gradually ease

1
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Editorial
Goodbye to Bill Wild
Thomas Gnau
Assistant News Editor

WSU traffic needs
consideration

professor once tell me that he doesn't read the editorial
pages because "Bill Wild is there"? lsn 't that a little unreasonable?
The first editorial pages that I ever really read closely
I remember his patience. When I became a member
were the editorial pages of the now defunct Journal
of the Daily News's Board of Contributors last year,
Herald, edited by Bill Wild. I followed Mr. Wild's
Mr. Wild took time to talk to me on the phone, meet me
column for a long time, not so much because I was a
flaming conservative who enjoyed the antics and writings in person, and answer every single one of my questions,
some of which weren't related to the Board or the task
of a fellow "idealogue," but because he sort of struck me
at hand. He certainly had more pressing things to do,
as someone who was having fun, and anyone who is
and more important people to talk to, but he took the
getting paid for doing what comes naturally should be
time to talk to a college junior who didn't know up from
heeded.
down, especially when it came to journalism.
Mr. Wild is retiring from the Dayton Daily News ,
I remember his sense of humor. His column could
and local media is going to be diminished. For a few
be lightly self-deprecating. Mr. Wild has a way of
knuckleheads, this is an occasion for celebration, but for
bringing a smile to reader's faces one moment, and then
most people who know of him, it's a time for reflection
causing them to frown in reflection the next. In effect,
and remembering.
he often said, "Yes, this is the way it is, and it's hilariI remember the way Mr. Wild stuck to his guns.
ous, but it's not really funny."
Severe, often cruel, attacks didn't deter the guy. He
Someone once said that feeling people find the world
believed certain things, and he eloquently articulated his
tragic, while thinking people find the world comic.
ideas. He never, never, never, sank to the level of some
of his attackers. He changed his mind on occasion, but he Maybe it was Horace Warpole who said that; I'm not
drew strength from his basic premises. He taught me that sure.
I am sure that Mr. Wild is both feeling and thinking,
ideas have power, and yes, it does matter what you
and I am sure that this isn't really goodbye. He'll be
believe.
around, fortunately. We haven't he(\fd the last of Wild
I remember the way he acknowledged his faith
Bill, this conservative who graduated from (of all
without flaunting it. Martin Gottlieb, an editorial writer
for the Daily News, once wrote that conservatism is only places!) Antioch College.
William F. Buckley once asked his readers to
concerned with whose values are best. It 1 s not that
"forgive
that which irritates unnecessarily, and contemsimple. Conservatism is not just some ethereal us versus
plate
that
which irritates necessarily." I would ask
them debate; conservatism is a pragmatic assertion that
people to try to remember Bill Wild's editorializing in
says, among other things, "Look in the past; we will find
the same spirit. You don't need to always agree with
some things there that will help us get through the
him; you need only pay attention .
future." Why does that scare some people? Why did a
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This is a request to include pedesrians, bicycles
and handicapped in the new signals on Col. Glenn
Highway. I am particulary concerned with the
bicycle and pedestrian traffic at N. Fairfeild Road
and Col. Glenn. Handicapped should be included
at Main Road, Rock Road and Loop Road at
Wright State University .Controlled and planned
signals are needed for all forms of traffic on Col.
Glenn Highway. Adequate signals are necessary.
N. Fairfeild Road is an important bicycle
access point to WSU and Wright Patterson Air
Force Base. Interstate 675 and Col. Glenn should
not be barriers to bicycle and pedestrian travel.
Continuous right turn lanes off N. Fairfeild would
be a disaster. Continuous right turn lanes off Col.
Glenn would be a disaster.
Presently there is a bikeway on both sides of
N. Fairfield Road from Suburban to New Germany
Trebein Road. There is adequate room in the
breakdown lanes to carry bicycle and pedestrian
traffic over Interstate 675. At present Interstate
675 is not a barrier. Col. Glenn should not become a barrier either. Bicycles and pedestrians
have used N. Fairfield continuously for over 100
years. After the new signals are installed they
should be able to use N. Fairfield Road.
Long range plans of MVRPC and MVRBC call
for connections from Col. Glenn through WSU and
from the perimeter of WSU to the main part of
the campus. The new E. J. Nutter Cneter should
be connected with the main campus via bikeways
and multipurpose paved paths.
Most major colleges and universities have
serious traffic and parking problems. WSU has
severe traffic and parking problems. Bicycle
transportation could help solve this problem. More
on-campus housing or near-campus student housing
would also help relieve the traffic problems.
Owning a car should not be prerequiste to attend
classes or events at WSU.

Letters To The Editor
• Letters should have the writer's signature, printed full
name, daytime telephone number, and lass standing if
applicable.
• Letters should be under 400 words in length. The
Guardian reserves the right to condense letters, if
necessary.
• Letters should be addressed to The Guardian, Letters,
046 University Center, Wright State University,
Dayton, Ohio 45435.
• The Guardian wishes to cover a diverse range of topics,
therefore letters which duplicate other letters are
avoided.

Tlte Guardian Is an independent newspaper printed we~kly during Fall,
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Winter and Spring and bl.monthly during Summer. The newspaper Is
published by students of Wright State University. Offices are located at 046
Univenity Center, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. Business
Omce Phone: 873-2505. Newsroom Office Phone: 873-2506.
Tiu Guardian subscribes to the USA Today I Apple College Information
Network.
Editorials without by-lines renect a majority of the editorial board.
Editorials with by-lines renect the opinion of the writer. Views expressed In
columns and cartoons are those of the writers and artists. C1990 r1w a.....

ADVERTISING POLICY
Tiu Guardian reserves the right to censor, reject, or disapprove of any

advertising copy In accordance with any present or future advertising
acceptance rules established by The Guardian.
•
Appearance of advertJsmt lh The Guardian should no.t be ,llsed to iiifei; · •
l~e stair sut>pnrts or condone! the use of any products or ser'vite:s mintionfd
therein.

El wood J. Ensor

• Letters that are libelous or offensive will be rejected.
Letters which request money from readers will be
rejected.

Editor's note:

•When responding to another writer's letter, refer to the
date and headline only. Don't refer to the writer's name
of the earlier letter. Refer to him or her only as "the
writer."
• The Guardian reserves the right to reject letters dealing
. with theological arguments .or lette~ which m~~e .., . _
allegati<>Qs,that Cf:lll'llOt be proven: ..., ~ · .. .._ .......> ., ~.
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This is a copy of a letter sent to Mike
Hammond, city manager of Fairborn, Ohio.
All letters to the editor should be sent to:
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Wright State University
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Features
"CampusQuotes" AIDS education found on campus
Which summer movie
dl.d you like best
and Why?

~i~hE~~~~~

Leastweforget,theNational Center for Disease
Control estimates that 11---p-ho
_ t_o_s _b_y _c_ra_l_g _J_. 0- pp_er
_m
- an......:,;;,,,,.T_h e_G_u_a_rd-/a_n_ _ _ _ , 1.5 Million people nationwide have tested positive
for AIDS. 139,800 people
have been diagnosed a
AIDS victims, and 85,430
people have died from the
disease.
The growing number of
AIDS Acquired Immune
Deficiency
Syndrome)
cases should concern everyone. It does not just
attack people from one race
or people of one sexual
"Dick Tracy. It was the "Days of Thunder.
preference. Tt is caught by
only one I saw."
Because it was similar
more than jus .. drug users.
to Top Gun."
All of us need to be aware
TJm Grinstead
Marian Rousch
of AIDS.
Junior
Junior
Because of this, colChemistry
Nursing
leges and universities

around the country have
taken the responsibility of
raising their students',
AIDS awareness.
Most
colleges are a community
within themselves. As any
community, colleges are
concerned about the health
and safety of the community member . However,
as an in trument of higher
education, the responsibility for teaching the students
about AIDS goes beyond
mere community, selfpreservation.
Wright State has an interesting twist when in
comes to their AIDS education responsibilities. Only
about 1500 ofaround 17000
students live on campus.
While it is relatively easy
to arrange programs for

A major thrust of Wright State's
AIDS awareness program is
aimed at incoming freshman.
those who live in the dorm ,
getting information to the
majority of off-campu tudents is quite difficult.
Wright State, however, i
trying several programs to
overcome that problem.
A majorthrust of Wright
Stale' s AIDS awareness
program is aimed at incoming freshmen. Those that
go through orientation are
shown an AIDS awareness
presentation, and starting
this fall, the UD 101
classes: a college survival
course covering anything

from note taking and cla
etiquette, will include
AIDS in their curriculum.
The previously one credit
hour class has been expanded to two credit hours,
allowing the inclusion of
many new topics.
"The specific class content will vary from instructor to instructor,,, said
Doug Saul, the assistant
director for academic advising at University Division, "But the main themes
will be outlined during the
see "AIDS" on page 13

Grabbing Spain by the horns
What is a small town parking service employee from
Wright State University doing
in San Sebastian, Spain? No,
she is not tracking down an
international student whose
delinquent parking fees have
accwnulated to some extraordinary amount. Kimbery
Jackson, a junior majoring in
international studies, is spending seven weeks of her swnmer studying abroad. Though
the cost of studying overseas
can be expensive, with the help
of Dr. David A. Petreman, an
Assistant Professor of Spanish, she received a partial
scholarship. Dr. Petreman is a
friend of Professor Carmelo
Un:a, the Director of the consortiwn of universities that
organized the trip. Based at
the University of NevadaReno, the consortium encourages students of participating
school to experience life in
other countries, including
France, Italy, Mexico and
Spain. They have extended an
invitation to Wright State
University to participate in
their consortium for one year
without charge. At present,
Wright Sta~ ~as ri~t accepte4

In a phone conversation
from San Sebastian, Jackson
ix>ke candidly about life in
Spain. She experienced culture shock when it came to
transportation. Since the foot
is the main form of transportation, she misses a car more
than any other convenience.
What else does she miss?
"Food!" was her emphatic
reply. The local specialty of
calamari, squid soaked in its
own ink, will never compare
with a "Happy Meal".
Kim's spare time is occupied by organized tours such
as a trip to Pamplona. Speaking of its famous "running of
the bulls", she said "It was an
incredible experience!" She
went on further to say that
experience can mean many
things. The laws of acceptable
behavior are not necessarily
international. For instance,
Jackson was just standing
watching the festivities in
Pamplona when a complete
stranger made a pass. Fortunately, she found that a right
cross to the jaw stopped his
advances. An angry fist needs
no interpreter.
Communicating with the
locals proved to be another
"in.credible experience." Kim

their offer.

found that. most

staff

"Die Hard 2. Because
there was a lot of
action and a few
surprises."
Becky Hammer
Junior
Chemistry

"Die Hard 2. I liked the
actor [Bruce Willis}."

Ung Fu
Student
Finance

"Die Hard 2. The
action was good and
the acting was even
better."
Jeff Lykins
Junior
Pre-Med

"Dick Tracy. Because It's
the only movie I have
seen."
Lorraine Hennlgen
Student
. Non..degree

'..:;. .., '""" ~
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Christy Bockoven, The Guardian

Kim Jackson
could be overcome by simply
gesturing. Of course, that's not
to say she has not come across
her share of problems, like
vendors who grossly over
charged her assuming she is a
gullible American. She is able
to hold her own by negotiating
a fair price.
Overcoming the stere-

American has also proved to
be a challenge, but, all in all,

Kim has found the people of
Spain quite hospitable. "It has
been a real learning experience," she explained. Though
she will soon be back in the
United States, the sights and
sounds of Spain will come
with her in her memories. It

otype of the loud obnoxious was a ~P she will not forget.
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Generator generates a four year scholarship

Scott Blair working on the Magneto Hydrodynamic

Connie J. Hart
Editor-in-Chief
Magneto Hydrodynamics sounds like something
you might read about in a
science fiction thriller

Blair said he began the
project last fall. It started
out as an assignment in his
advanced physics class. He
had no idea what to do the
project on so he asked his
physics teacher, Dave
Weaner, for some ideas.
Weaner suggested
magneto hydrodynamics.
"He said he had always
wanted to know more about
it and it sounded interesting,
so I started to read about it,"
Blair said.
Magneto dynamics is a
method of producing
electric energy. In the early
1960's the Russians and the
United States both studied
this method of energy
production, but discontinued the studies after a few
years. However, in the last

tion of the heat and the
magnesium carbonate being
mixed, which produces
energy. There are wires
attached to the collecting
plates which are connected
to capacitors which are able
to catch the energy produced. Blair said his
capacitor produced enough
energy to run a small
computer.
Blair said his physics
teacher uggested he enter
his project in the local
science fair. Blair did and
received superior grade
from the judges. He then
entered the project in a
district science fair, a
competition at Battle
Otterbien and the state
science fair winning
generator.
superior ratings at each.
The Superior marks from
the state fair also won him
industries have become
the scholarship from Wright
interested in magneto
State.
hydrodynamics as an
Blair said the project
alternative, energy-saving
took him four months to
method.
complete. "It was not
Blair constructed his
expensive to build ..... , I did
magneto hydrodynamic
spend a lot of late nights in
generator out of scrap parts
the physics lab though."
he found in the physics lab
Blair has been contacted
at school. The project set on
by a company who is
a 30"x 30" table. It coninterested in his project.
sisted of a torch which
"They want to know how I
produced 5000 K degree
made mine. They are
flame ( Hot enough to melt
researching magneto
iron). The flame was shot
hydrodynamics, but they
through a one centimeter
told me they have not
magnetic field located
produced the energy the
between two round plates
same way I have," he said.
called magnetic plates. A
Blair will be visiting the
small air compressor blew
company soon.
the chemical magnesium
Blair will be attending
carbonate into the magnetic
WSU in the fall and
field where the flame was
aimed. A chemical reaction studying mechanical

Start the quarter off
right - with a party!
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BANK ROBBERIES INCREASING:
Authorities ay there has been an upsurge of bank
robberies across the United States, with drug addicts in
search of quick cash replacing professional thieves. In
1989, the FBI reported 6,691 bank robberies, more than
double the 2,989 that occurred in 1980. And in New York
City, bank robberies in the first six months of 1990 were
up 70 percent over the comparable period in 1989.
DOTS ARE BEING SPOITED
Dots adorn everything from men's neckties to
women's sundresses, say fashion experts. United States
and European designers are showing the traditional dots in
every shape and size. Isaac Mizrahi splashes dots on
everything this season. Geoffrey Beene put dots on ladies'
gloves for a whimsical but tailored look. Mark Jacobs for
Perry Ellis uses black-on-white dots throughout his
collection.
CONSUMERS WIN WITII CAR STEREOS:
Car stereos are orchestrating our entertainment on the
road, and their popularity is making consumers the victors
in a manufacturers war. The $263 million auto-sound
market is up 6 percent over 1989. cited: slashed prices on
CD players, down from $1,000 years ago to $300, and
development of affordable digital signal processors.
SASSY CITY SHORTS ARE NEWS:
More women are wearing sassy city shorts, says a
fashion expert City shorts are soft and fluid, cut fuller
through the legs and made in fabrics like wool and linen.
U.S. designers are showing the shorts paired up with
tailored jackets, creating an updated suit appropriate for
some offices. They are available in all price ranges from
$40 to $300.
PC OWNERS ARE TECHNO-NERDS:
Owners of personal computers, which are in 22
percent of U.S. households, are techno-nerds, says market
researcher HTI Custom Research. A recent survey of
27 ,000 households showed that people who own personal
computers are more than twice as likely as non-computer
owners to own a cellular phone. Forty-two percent of PC
owners own fax machines; and 28 percent own compact
disc players.
HIGH TOP FADE NOT FADING:
The high top fade - a Black male hairstyle - shows no
sign of fading, say hair stylists. In fact, this cutting edge
hairstyle - with shaved sides and a hedge of long hair on
top - is showing up on heads all across town. Some fades
feature etched-in designs and athletic logos; others, such
as the "low left, high right" cut, are tapered.

COUPLES WANT HOMES LIKE IN TV:
Couples would like their first homes to look like the
ones on TV, according to Modern Bride magazine. They
~!ced ~qgsigejf couples what their first home should look
· like. Answers included the "F~mily Ties" kf'tehen., J.fope' s
'"house from "thirtysomethin6' .>rtd Mickey i;!OlP:1 . · -; masculihe aPartffiemfrmn =-- 'Nine-an ..p!'P.-'1.,. 'Neeks.n ----- ~,.
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Entertainment
Nexus Magazine has a new professional touch
Cath Vance
Staff
As a casual observer of
"Nexus," I admit to flipping
through the pages of quite a
few i ues, ince beginning
chool at Wright State University. Often, it eemed, I
wa only lapped with bizarre or frantic art work and
literature. I was not always
impressed.
Past issues of "Nexus··
have had a kind of grab bag
attitude; but now, instead of

being filled with just
"stuff," the magazine has
begun showing a splattering
of professional ability.
Although the majority of
printed works in "Nexu ,,
were far reaching, written
by poets and writer living
as far away a Japan and
Rus ia, everal Wright State
students al o contributed.
For example, Kirstin Bruckers' poem, "Thoughts on a
Windy Day" was a well written, descriptively humorous
addition.

Michael Rodgers, A Fine
Arts graduate whose works
have been shown in New
York, was also included. As
printed, his contributions do
not give us, the viewer, adequate perception into his art.
Without the effect of their
actual ize, and without the
benefit of the texture of the
medium, we can only get a
glimpse of what the artist
wished to convey. Yet, in
the tradition of modem art,
we see a unique, personal
description of space with

gliding strokes depicting
that space.
Karen Dehart, also a Fine
Arts student here, portrays
her people through an energetic scratchiness that looks
something like an art class
exerci e, but doe not ma k
the tone and mood of her
subjects.
Martin Plei s, a Fine
Arts senior, titled his single
art piece "Synergism Ill." In
the context of the word synergism ( The simultaneous
action of separate agencies

which, together, have
greater total effect than the
sum of their individual
Webster's New
effects.
Twentieth Century Dictionary, Second Edition), his
oval hapes combine with
each other for an overall
movement and energy.
The recent format of
"Nexus,, seems to focus on-a
specific theme, each part
carefully fitted into and
overall image. This issue• s
theme seems to be a pictorial and literary view into

cultures other than our own .
To this end, Ira Cohen •
photographic work is rich in
thedetailandmoodofTurkish and Chinese citizens.
Jo eph then bring us back
home with his version of
"The Gift of the Creator,,, an
Iroquois folk tale a told by
"High Eagle", a Mohawk
elder.
While reading through
this summer's issue of
"Nexus," one gets the to ex perience a journey without
having to travel very far.

Places To Be & Things To See

IJ!ImaB:: .:
The Everlasting Seer~ -:,.,

The Torch Run
5 :00-7;30pm
Tr~t

:=:::::

Family
.....d)
The Little Art Tueated :-:I?

Courthouse Square,

Through August 14

Her Right

Canal Stree-t Tavern

·-·

U And Over Night ;:,-::::::....:-:·.·
1She11er a Hwse
Canal Street Tavern):'·' ,,:,
.
\{:;:: :·;-·-·.·

oivide<t

Twilight Of The Cockr~aches
little Art Theater
Through Augvst t 1

Super Sundae Sund;;::}\?
5:30·9:30
V1ctoty United

.
.

.·............ .

Methodist Church · ·+/(:· ··. .

·-'.\'•:•

Enormous Va. Liquid Dralno
3rd Round compedtlon

Can<;ll Street Tavern
.

·:::·

McGvffy'~ House Of

Drab

Canal Street Tavern

· Gamet RoQer-s

Ron.nJ& Montro&e

?)%.'· · ~~b~:'~ ~~~·,; . ·
:_:·'.. ·: /~;:\:

Noontime Event

::;'.:· :;_;:
.·.

·.·
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A bad roll
of the Dice

The Diceman·s arrival to the big screen is a
big disappointment.
Andrew Dice Clay
plays Ford Fairlane the
rock-n-roll detective.
Fairlane became a detective after hi many attempts to break into the
ro k-n-roll busine
failed. He believes his
failure a a rock tar
stem from his being
banned from MTV.
The main plot begins
when Fairlane is approached by his fonner,
singer partner turned obnoxious disc jockey,
Johnny Crunch (Gilbert
Gottfried) who asks
Fairlane to find a rock
groupie named Zuzu Petals (Maddie Corman).
However, Crunch is killed
before he can tell Fairlane
why she is so important.
Before he can begin the
investigation, Fairlane is
asked to find the same
groupie by an elegant rich Andrew Dice Clay Is Ford
woman played by Priscilla discovers that Zuzu has one
of three computer disks
Presley.
needed in the operation of
Fairlane finds Zuzu
a CD pirating ring.
starring in a rock video
Fairlane and Zuzu go
with a recently deceased
rock star (Vince Neil) and looking for the two other
disks, while running from a
tracks her down at the
killer who bombs
star's funeral. There he

Ford Fairlane
dissapoints viewers

The story ends neatly
but without much of a cli max. This movie is billed
as a action-comedy, but
the comedy is taken
mostly from Andrew
Clay's The Diceman
Cometh concert on HBO .
The action i all right but
not very memorable
compared to the action
movie out thi summer.
Clay give a good pcrfonnance although he
doe n•t vary much from
the Diceman. The cene
where he is required to be

sensitive are performed
convincingly, but then he
is the only real actor in
this movie. The movie
seemed more interested in
giving MTV stars cameos
than hiring actors.
The director (Renny
Harlin), the producers
(Joel Silver and Steve
Perry), and the writers (all
six of them) have shown
in the past that can make
very good movies. They
have been apart of such
hits like "Lethal Weapon,"
Falrlane
"Lethal Weapon 2,,,
"Predator•• and "48 Hrs."
Fairlane •s car, his house,
and hangs his pet koala
This movie, however,
bear from a ceiling fan.
lacked the charm of all the
The computer disks lead
others
Fairlane and Zuzu to the
Ford Fairlane is rated
bad guy behind it all record R for profanity, adult situproducer Julian Grendel
ations, violence and brief
(Wayne Newton).
nudity.
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Who reads· television?
PAU L JOHNSON

of news-interview shows,
talk shows and documentaries.
Journal Graphics,
Information Network
Which television
headquartered in New
shows do U.S. adults most York City, says the mostlike to read?
requested transcript for
That intriguing questhe six months ended June
tion is asked by Journal
30 was for a Bill Moyers
Graphics. You've seen
special on public televiand heard the name many sion, "A Gathering of
Men" with Robert Bly.
times. It's the outfit you
are invited to correspond
Ten thousand requests
for a transcript for that
with if you want a
program were received,
"printed tran cript of
today's how." The offer
according to Journal
of printed transcripts
Graphics.
usually appears at the end
Second place? A Phil

©Copy right 1990, USA
TODAY/Apple College

Donahue interview with
black activist the Rev.
Louis Farrakhan.
Jim Smith, president of
Journal Graphics, says the
popularity of the printed
transcripts of TV shows
"dispels the belief that
people who watch TV do
not read."
He said Journal Graphics sells an average of
30,000 transcripts a
month .
Clockwise from lower left: Elroy, Ast ro, Judy, George and Jane Jetson.
A list of all the
available transcripts is

space1y

Sprockets
China Beach censored hires
new vice president
Brown
available to public
libraries on computer disc.

Natt~

Matt Rousch
©Copyright 1990, USA
TODAY/App le College
Information Network

ABC is on the spot
again with another con troversial rerun - the
"China Beach," episode
in which "doughnut
dolly" Holly (Ricki
Lake) has an abortion that may not be repeated
for financial rea on .
Last week, ABC said
it wouldn 't rerun a "thirtysomething" episode
showing two gay men in
bed because advertisers
would drop out.
"Beach" executive
producer John Sacret
Young says the network
"isn't dealing with it" at
present, but is hesitant
about a repeat. "We' d
like to run it again,
because we' re proud of
it." Young adds: "The
larger question the
network has to deal with
is who runs the network
- is it the sales departmentor the programmers?" ABC had no
comment.

LOOKING
FORA
ROOMATE?

Try Placing
A Classified
Ad.

"The larger
question
the network
has to deal
with is who
runs the
ne t work . . . "
·John Sacret Young,
" Beach " executive producer

Meanwhile, moving to a
tough Saturday time
period, " Beach" hopes to
get attention by changing
its storytelling format,
shifting time references,
with 1985 as a framework
for perspective and reflection .
The fi rst few episodes
will take place in 1967,
echoing last season' s
episode that recounted
nurse McMurphy's (Dana
Delany) first days in
Vietnam. Others will be
where the show left off, in
1969. Some will find the
characters leaving or

already settled at home
in the ' 70s, with the 16th
episode set in 1985,
titled "Reunion."
K.C. (Marg Helgenberger) will have a baby,
but in 1967, before the
series began. She'll also
get married.
One character will
lose a leg, a tragedy juxtaposed with 1969
footage of man setting
foot on the moon. In later
episodes, McMurphy will
" wrestle with alcoholism," says Young, and
even quit nursing.
Delany expects to be
seen in three wigs to
reflect time passing: a
bob, a shag for the '70s,
and gray short hair for
the '80s. " It' ll be great to
play,"
she says.
Delany is just back
from South Carolina,
where she shot a movie
for NBC produced by
Young. It's about a
couple struggling to raise
seven kids.
(Matt Roush writes
for USA TODAY)

. destroymg
. the
p 1ant is
Staff
habitat of a race of critters
living in the asteroid. The
Like an orchestral bestory finally resolves with
bop blast-off, "Jetsons,
the critters talcing control
The Movie" zooms at you of the factory and producing sprockets at no cost to
with all the fun and
sillyness you'd expect
their environment.
from the classic animated
Most of the original
cartoon.
style of "Jetsons" is left
The movie originates in intact. Jane (Penny
its traditional setting on
Singleton) and her sideearth at the Jetson's ultra- kick Rosie the Robot are
mo d apartment suspen de d still push-button houseabove the clouds. But
keepers. George still
shortly thereafter, the
sleeps late and has everyfamily is transfered to an
thing done for him when it
asteroid when George
comes to getting out of
bed. Astro still licks
(George O'Hanlon) is
made vice-president of
George in the face and
Spacely Sprockets. With
daughter Judy (Tiffiny)
still finds romance with
this new title, George is
co-operator (along with a
rock stars. But a new flair
new character, Rudy-2) of has been added to the
the new. fully-automated
movie. Computers were
Spacely Sprocket factory
used to enhance the
(located on the asteroid)
movement of the space
which makes sprockets at
cars and to add dimension
minimal costs. The only
to floating objects. Also,
problem here is that the
the movie introduces a
factory is continually
mess of new characters
sabotaged. But the probalong with new jokes to
lem is eventually solved
go along with the other,
by Elroy (Patrick Zimmer- more familiar Jetson
man), who, in his continjokes. All-in-all, "The Jetual quest for adventure,
sons" is everything it used
discovers the sprocket
to be, just a bit modern-

Advertise
It In
The
Guardian
CALL 873-2507 FOR DETAILS

_____

.
1zed.
The crux of the movie,
outside of fun and gags, is
what might happen if relentless profiteering is left
to run its course. Mr.
Spacely (Mel Blanc), in
pursuit of that millionth
sprocket, finds more
profits can be made by
making sprockets In
space-even cheaper still
with George pushing the
buttons. But as everyone
learns, the sprocket
fac tory is doing damage to
others, and with a little
moral support from Jaile,
Astro, and Elroy; Mr.
Spacely and George find
room in their hearts to
tum the operations over to
the asteroid's inhabitants.
"The Jetsons" on the
big screen is a good time.
It gets its message across
without putting a burden
on the lightheartedness of
the cartoon. The music can
be cheesy at times, but,
hell , it is the Jetsons--and
what would the Jetsons be
without a little cheese? If
you are in the mood for
feeling like a little kid lost
in the middle of summer,
"The Jetsons" is for you .
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NIGHT PlACE TO BE

IWed. I

CE!lJ

I Sat. I

Every night
18andup
As always, proper
l.D. and dress Is
required

Bikini Contest with $75 cash prize.
$1.00 off for WSU students with WSU l. D.'s
Dance, mix, and mingles with Selectricutlon.
Bikini Contest $75 cash prize.
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WSU wheelchair basket baller receives chance of a Lifetime
Featuring
Kim Martin

by September to pay for
uniforms, entry fees, travel,
housing and expen es
relating to the training camp,
plu an additional $700 for
CinqyJiorner_ __
per onal expenses or he
Sports Editor
will not be able to go to the
Pan Am Game .
Kim Martin i receiving
The National Wheelchair
a chance fa lifctime, but
B ~ kctball A ociati n i a
he need a little help in
501 (C)(3) non-profit
order to take that chance.
organization meaning all
Martin, a senior at
contributions are tax
Wright State University is a
deductible.
member of the Lady Raider
"I've made numerous
basketball team and recently phone calls and sent out
she was chosen as one of the many letters and so far I
twelve disabled athletes
haven't had much
selected from over 100
success," Martin said. "If
athletes selected to represent I can't come up with the
the United States in the IX
money, I won't be able to
Pan American Wheelchair
go to the Pan Am
Games."
Games in Caracas Venezuela on Sept 1-9 competMartin became
ing against nine other
disabled on October 31,
nations. Notes: She has
1984, the day she had a car
been selected to the 1990
accident in her junior year of
high school. She dislocated
U.S.A. Women's Wheelchair basketball Team. They her 4th, 5th an 6th thoracic
will compete in the IX Pan
vertebrae. This dislocation
American Wheelchair
caused her spinal cord to be
bruised leading to complete
Games, September 1-9 in
paralysis below the chest
Caracas, Venezuela.
Martin needs a little help. down. Her pinal cord injury
She is seeking corporate and is a permanent disability.
"Your always hopeful in
individual sponsorship to
assist her in her fundraising
the back of your mind,"
Martin said. "Hope is
efforts. It is estimated that
always what keeps you
each player is will need to
going, but then there is
raise approximately $2,000

thought were unattainable.
my disability has opened
doors for me. I've been able
to do things that I probably
wouldn't be able to do if I
wasn't in thi chair."
The women ' wheelchair
basketball team i a club
port at Wright State. She
h been a member of the
team ince he came to
Wright State. The team
has competed in four
national tournaments
throughout her career.
Earlier this year,
Martin was selected as a
member of the 1990
World Cup Women's
Wheelchair Basketball
- Kim Martin
team that captured the
WSU student
gold medal in St.
Etienne, France this
summer.
"I knew they needed
spent all my time looking
feelings, but no significant
another Class I player,"
for a cure but now I have a
changes.
Martin said. "I was just
Martin, 21, is originally
new outlook."
happy to be going. I didn't
from Taylormill, Ky. She
While at the University
think I would get to play
of Kentucky, Martin was
graduated from St. Henry
much.
But I got to start in
Bums
the
introduced
to
Dan
High School in Erlanger and
the championship game and
former head wheelchair
extended her studies at the
play the entire game.
University of Kentucky. She basketball coach at Wright
"I learned a lot more than
State and he convinced her
came to Wright Stale in
just basketball (in France) ,"
to transfer to Wright State.
1987 where he is pursuing
she said. "I learned a lot
"It was probably the
a degree in psychology and
about life in the chair, how
wisest choice I ever made,"
rehabilitation and now
She said. "I'm glad that I got you can make the ir.accesresides in Beavercreek.
in touch with WSU, because si ble, accessible. I found out
Martin will graduate in
that life still has a lot to
of it I have been able to
March and continue her
offer. Someone who's
reach goals that I once
education in graduate

always reality. In my heart, I
truly know that there is
going to be a cure for
omeone omeday, it may
not be me, but it will
happen. It' been ix year
now. They (doctor ) tell you
that if you don't feel any
return function in the fir t
few year , then it won't
happen. I've gotten mall

school. She has realized that
she mu t deal with what has
become reality.
"I look at the research
that i being done all the
time," Martin said. "I know
I have to live for today. I
realized that I can no longer
live for tomorrow. When I
fir t got hurt, I lived for
tomorrow for hope, and I

"I'm glad that I got in touch with
WSU, because of it I have been
able to reach goals that I once
thought were unattainable."
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Cind Horner
Sports Editor
Have you ever noticed
how the same terms in one
sport will mean something
totally different in another
sport? I just wonder if
anyone really knows
what's going on. If a
person didn't know
anything about the terms
used in sports what would
he or she do?
For instance, take the
term dribble. In basketball
a dribble is a form of

ball using your hands to
bounce it up and down. In
soccer, the term is different.
It means the same thing,
guiding and controlling the
ball, but this time you use
your feet. "Look Ma no
hands."
The word save in soccer
means preventing your
opponent from scoring a
goal. In baseball it's when a
relief pitcher comes into the
game and tries to preserve a
victory for the pitcher of
record.
Blocking: In basketball,
a player would receive a .

guidin~ and conn;oll!ng th~. personal foul for making · ·

disabled can see the world
from a different perspective
and can make changes as to
someone who isn't disabled."
She has to take anti pasmodic to control her
involuntary mu cle p m ,
but other than that he i
pretty normal.
Martin has a training
process that he goe
through.
"I lift weights and shoot
at least twice a week on my
own, I also shoot with
friends other times," she
said. "When the season
starts I will practice every
day with the men's team.
next season is kind of in the
air. It was really hard for me
when I first started playing
basketball. It took time for
me to develop. I was a much
stronger player last season
than in previous seasons. I
feel as though I have
progressed a lot"
If you are interested in
making a contribution to
Martin so she can participate
in the Pan Am Games then
contact her by phone at
(513) 429-3295, or send her
a contribution through the
mail by writing her at Ms.
Kimberly S. Martin
3778 Malibu Ct Apt A
in Beavercreek, Oh. 45431.

that may be a bit unfamilevery year.
person or team that scores
iar:
Kissing the Canvasthe most points.
Dick Smith- a player
(no comment)- in boxing
Pin: A pin in bow ling is
that doesn't associate with
it's being knocked down,
what a bowler must knock
the rest of the team. (Don't but not out.
down in order to score. In
be a Dick.)
Gutter Bum- (This is
wrestling, a wrestler scores
physical contact with an
Daniel Webster- That
me.) The bum bowler who
opponent who has the ball,
in a match when he pins his
lawyer person in history.
continuously throws their
while in football you must
opponent.
Guess again. A player that
ball in the gutter. (I
make physical contact, a
A bomb: In football or
thought that was what you
has many discussions with
team must block, that is if
basketball, it's a long pass,
an umpire.
were supposed to do.)
they want to win the game. but in boxing it's a powerDaisy Clipper- What
Gobble- No it's not
Deuce: In basketball,
ful punch.
you cut daisies with right?
something you do on
it's a field goal, in tennis
Pepper: In boxing, it
No, not quite. It's a low
Turkey Day in order to
it's a tie in a game after six means to score repeated
grounder
hit
through
the
receive turkey from your
hits, while in baseball it's a
points have been played. I
infield
in
baseball.
mother, it's a fast putt in
thought it was a "Two"
warm-up drill. And don't
TaterNo
it's
not
golf
that drops into the
when I play cards.
for- ;t the salt.
something
to
eat,
but
you
hole.
Cripple: In basketball,
Golf: The game in itself
Well .that's enough for
may have heard Marty or
is different. (Hitting a ball
it's a basket made at close
Joe
call
a
homerun
this.
now.
If there is a term that
then trying to go find it.)
range, in golf, it's a long
Christmas
TreeA
type
you
think
is odd or unfaThe object is not to score,
slow putt that just makes it
'of
split
·in.bowling,
And
y0u
rniliar
t~
it into The
in other woi:ds, the· person . into. the· hole. ·. .
._
.,
__
thoughtit~w.aS'the.thing
_
y-ou
~
Guardian
Sports
depart,
with the.lowest.score .wins. •. · .·. No.w. he.re·are.a.fe-w ~
~
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SP-Orts Briefs
Four athletes test positive
Four Goodwill Games athletes tested positive for
banned substances, a U.S.-Soviet commission announced Sunday. "Two of the positive tests were for
over-the-counter drugs," said Baaron Pittenger, cochair of the Soviet-American Joint Commission Against
Doping in Sport. Pittenger would not disck e the names,
sports or countries involved in the positive tests.

OCopyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

US A women win basketball gold
The U.S. Women's basketball team gave the USA
its first gold medal in a team sport at the Goodwill
Games, beating the Soviet Union 82-70 Sunday. Also
Sunday: The Soviet Union won the gold in hockey,
beating the USA 3-2 on a shootout goal after an overtime
period; U.S. boxers completed a strong showing by
winning two more gold medals, bringing their medal
total to 16 for the games.

Graf wins Canadian Open
Steffi Graf, surviving an error-plagued second set,
won her fifth title this year, defeating third seed Katerina Maleeva of Bulgaria 6-1, 6-7 (6-8), 6-3 in the Canadian Open women's tennis tournament at Montreal.
Top-seeded Graf, who has held the No. I ranking on
the Women's Tennis Federation computer since August
1987, improved her 1990 match record to 41-3.

Al Unser Jr. wins Indy-car race
Al Unser Jr. ran the fastest 500 mile Indy-car race
in history Sunday at 189.727 mph. Unser passed Bobby
Rahal with 15 laps to go at Michigan International
Speedway. A caution flag 10 laps from the end let him
coast home in the Marlboro 500 for his first 500-mile
victory in an eight-year career. Previous Indy-car 500mile record: 185.981 by Arie Luyendyk.

course made racing too dangerous. Eight of the first 34 skiers
fell on the top section during the first of two scheduled runs.
The program likely will be reduced to three races.

Jaite wins US pro tennis title

Argentina's Martin Jaite took 12 of the first 13
points against a nervou Libor Nemecek to win the
U.S. Pro Tennis Championships 7-5, 6-2 Sunday at
Mercer takes boxing title
Brookline, Mass. Nemecek, 21, a Czechoslovakian who
defected to West Germany, won $25,000, more than
Heavyweight Ray Mercer, a 1988 Olympic gold he earned in all of 1989.
medalist, was taken to an Atlantic City hospital Sunday
after winning his fight. He was examined for a possible
broken jaw after surviving a 12-round punchout with Johnson runs away from field
Bert Cooper to win a unanimous decision for the North
American Boxing Federation title.
The USA's Michael Johnson ran away from the field
Sunday, winning the 200 meters in 20.3 seconds at the
Hungalu Grand Prix meet at Budapest, Hungary. The
Kite wins St. Jude Classic
time was a relatively slow one for Johnson, who has
done 19.85 and 19.90 in 1990. Second to Johnson at
Tom Kite made a 15-foot birdie putt on the first 20.80 was U.S. Olympian Thomas Jefferson.
playoff hole Sunday to defeat John Cook at the $1
million Federal Express St. Jude Classic in Memphis,
Tenn. The $180,000 winner's check pushed Kite over Earnhardt captures series crown
the $6 million mark - a first for a PGA Tour player.
Dale Earnhardt led every lap Sunday at Michigan
International Speedway in Brooklyn, Mich., to capture
the championship of the International Race of ChamMucha wins LPGA event
pions series. Earnhardt ended the series with 60 points
Barb Mucha won her first LPGA tournament Sunday and won $175,000.
when she birdied the second playoff hole to beat Lenore
Rittenhouse in the Boston Five Classic at Danvers
Mass. Mucha and Rittenhouse finished the regulation Harmonious wins Hambletonian
72 holes at 11-under-par 277.
Harmonious won the $1,346,000 Hambletonian,
the second jewel in trotting's triple crown, overtaking runner-up Embassy Lobell down the stretch. He
First ski race abandoned
finished in 1 minute, 54 1/5 seconds, the second-fastest
The opening race of the World Cup ski season was Hambletonian ever. Embassy Lobell was 1 1/2
abandoned Monday at Mount Hutt, New Zealand,
lengths behind, followed by Royal Troubador, winner
when officials decided winds at the top of the slalom of the Yonkers Trot, the first race in the triple crown.
1

Football adds Inore to its brilliant hall
Rick Starr

vis10n sets for 29 seasons, Buchanan, quarterback Bob
Griese, running back Franco
team changed owners prior Harris and linebackers Ted
to the 1989 season despite Hendricks and Jack Lambert.
a 270-178-6 career record. Also enshrined was offensive
"IalwaysthoughtofCoach lineman Bob St. Clair, a SenLandry as the man in the iors Committee selection.
funny hats," said Hall of
The inductees won a comFame quarterback Roger bined total of 16 Super Bowl
Staubach, who presented his championship rings -often
coach for induction. "Speak- in head-to-head competition
ing for football fans across with each other.
the nation, we miss that image
"Now I understand how
·
"
Pittsburgh beat us twice,"
on the sidelines.
Five players from the mod- Landry said, in reference to
. em era were inducted · on Super Bowl X and :xm.both
the Hall of Fame's. front steps losses to the Steelers. ""Their
defensive tackle Buck whole team is going to be

-a;opynght 1990, USA IOLandry was fired when the
DAY/Apple College Information Network

CANTON, Ohio - Former Dallas Cowboys coach
Tom Landry called it a year
he'll never forg::t.
"I got fired and I'm in
the Hall of Fame, all in
one year," he said as he
Stood beside his bronze bust
at
Hall .of
F the .Pro Football
.
ame mductton ceremomes
Saturday· .
,
.deA_ fixture on the Dallas
SI lines and American te~

in the Hall of Fame."
Lambert and Harris bring
the number to six players
that the Steelers inducted from
the 1974-1981 era. They
follow defensive lineman Joe
Greene, linebacker Jack Ham,
quarterback Terry Bradshaw
and comerback Mel Blount.
Landry told the partisan
Steeler crowd of more than
12,000 that his 20 straight
winning seasons were made
possible by the support of
the late Clint Murchison Jr.,
the original Cowboys owner
and the man who built Texas

Stadium.

He coached the Dallas
Cowboys to 1971 and 1977
Super Bowl titles and ran
the team for its first 29 seasons.
"Clint Murchison never
once criticized me or secondguessedmeinallthoseyears,"
Landry said. "He took the
pressure off me ... You need
that in any winning organization."
Buchanan played 13 years
(1963-75) for the Kansas City
Chiefs, missing only one
game.HeplayedinsixAmerican Football League All-Star
games and two Pro Bowls.
Presenter and fonner Kan:

sas City Chiefs coach Hank
Stram said the 16 passes
he batted down behind the
line of scrimmage in 1967
convinced Oakland Raiders
Managing General Partner Al
Davis to draft Hall-of-Fame
offensive lineman Gene Upshaw on the first round.
Said Buchanan: "I'm extremel y proud to be the first
AFL defensive lineman to
be enshrined in Canton ...
What a privilege it was to
battle No. 63 (Upshaw)." ·
In 14 smooth seasons
(1967-19~0) ~P?.P ph~ns
see "Football'' on page 14
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Athletes need to practice good ethics
Cindy Horner
Sports Editor
An athlete will just be
running along and then
"snap," they slow down and
grab the back of their leg.
That has become the universal sign that a person has
pulled a hamstring muscle.
What is this thing called a
hamstring pull that keeps
plaguing all our athletes?
So many athletes are out
of action these days because
of a hamstring pull.
The hamstring muscles
are a delicate area and an
athlete must condition them
correctly or they will suffer
the penalties.
The hamstring is made up
of three long muscles, the
gracills, sartorius and the biceps femoris, the latter is the
one that athletes usually pull.
These three muscles allow a person to bend their
knee and straighten their
thigh. The tendons of these
muscles connect with the leg
bones and can be felt on
either side of the leg behind
the knee.
The hamstring muscles
are very important to for
walking, kicking, and climbing. This is why athletes
have so much trouble when
they have a ham tring pull.
Wright State' athletic
trainer, Tony Ortiz, says

l

there are many reasons why
athletes pull their hamstring
muscles.
"Usually it's because of
weakness in that area, tightness or lack of flexibility,
muscle imbalance or improper preparation before attempting to participate in a
sport," Ortiz said. "Most of
the time it's a result of bad
conditioning or bad work
habilS. They usually occur
early in
the season
when an
athlete is
not in
the best
of shape
and then
late in
the season or
late in a
game when an atmete oecomes tired."
A pulled hamstring does
"pop," and the injured person
often goes down as though
shot
A hamstring pull ta1ces
time to heal. An injury pull
can be prevented if athletes
condition themselves properly.
Stretching exercises are
critical in the avoidance of
pulled and tom muscles.
"An athlete can prevent a
hamstring pull by having a
good stretching routine, by

warming up properly and by
developing a good stretch
base and muscle balance,"
Ortiz said. "A safe ratio between your quadriceps and
hamstring muscles is 10 to 6.
(Lifting 10 lbs. with your
quadriceps to 6 lbs. with
your hamstring muscles).
The quads will propel you
through, while the hamstring
muscles are supposed to
slow you down. The hamstring
will snap
because
there are
various
degrees
of strain
you get
as a result. If
you
don't
have that
gooa 1u to o rauo then your
going to be pushing your
quads further than what the
hamstring can handle
therefore pulling a hamstring
muscle."
So how do you develop a
good 10 to 6 ratio?
"By working dut in the
weight room," Ortiz said.
"Test yourself. See what you
can do with your quads then
see if you can do six percent
of that with your hamstring ."
Last year in baseball, it
seemed like a player would

WRIT£15!

People who have
weighed the advantages
feel about 9 million
pounds lighter.

\

go down with a hamstring
pull on a daily basis. This
year there haven't been quite
so many cases, which is a
little surprising with the
baseball lock-out.
We saw how hamstring
pulls affected the NBA a few
years ago in the finals between the Los Angeles Lakers and the Detroit Pistons.
The Lakers had two players
out, Byron Scott and Magic
Johnson, both injuring the
biceps femoris muscle of the
hamstring. These two
players could have made a
big difference in the outcome
of the finals. Issiah Thomas
of the Detroit Pistons was
also nursing a pulled
hamstring in their first
championship.
Football players suffer
hamstring pulls all the time,
the difference with them is
that they usually have a week
to recover from the injury.
It is hard to believe that
an athlete who competes and
practices as much as they do
can pull a muscle so easily,
but as Ortiz said athlete don't
always hav~ good work ethics.
Not all athletes take the
time to condition themselves
before engaging in their particular sport. That particular
athlete then becomes prone
to a minor injury that can
cause them much suffering
and take a long time to heal.

students living on-campus,
Coakely said that people are
being temporarily placed in
from page 1
"floor lounges, in staff
rooms, we 're making quads out of triples, and so
forth."
Coakely said that everyone will be out of temporary arrangements by the end of fall quarter. "Some
people will in there for a week, but the triples that
are turned to quads will stay that way for the better
part of the quarter," said
Coakely.
Coakely said there have been discussions" about
new housing, but there are no firm plans yet.
According to a memorandum from the Department of Student Devolopment, room rates for the
1990-91 academic year have been finalized, and total
costs for room and board are as follows:
Hamilton Hall double-$1,214
Hamilton Hall triple-$ l, 173
Forest Lane quad--$835
Forest Lane studio----$974
Laurel/Jacob/Boston double-$1,026
Hawthorn/Cedar/Hickory single-$ l, 114
Hawthorn/Cedar/Hickory double-$1,026
Hawthorn/Cedar/Hickory triple-$987
Also according to the memo, starting in the fall,
all meal plans will be on the point system. Forest
Lane residents will not be required to buy a meal
plan, but other on-campus residents will be required
to purchase a certain number of points, depending on
where they live.
Commuters, according to the memo, will be able to
purchase a minimum of 5,000 points for $60.
Said Coakely: "Last year we had a combination of
meals and points. Some places would not take your
points. This year, it's aJI points, and people can eat
anywhere they want to, anytime they want to, and get
whatever they want."
Coakely believes the point system will spread
students out among all the different food service units
instead of concentrating them in one area and will
prevent overcrowding.
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The HMR Fasting Program from Greene Memorial ff~i~.
Hospital - medically supervised weight loss

Whether your weight loss goal is 40 pounds or 140 pounds, the medically supervised

fa ting program from GMH can help. Hundreds of thou ands of people nationwide have
lo tan av rag of 49.8 pound adding up to over 9,000,000 unwanted pound .
You won 't think of the HMR Fasting Program a a diet because it isn't. It' a serious
weight management program that u es a liquid protein drink and educational and
behavioral training so you'll not only lose the weight you want, you'll learn how to make
sure it stays lo t ... for a lifetime!
WEIGH THE ADVANTAGES FOR YOURSELF ... CALL 429-732 2 FOR MORE
INFORMATION . THE HMR FASTING PROGRAM.
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BEA~ERVIEW HEALTH CENTER
3095 Dayton-Xenia Road
Beavercreek, Ohio

A service of Greene Memorial Hospital

Attention Staff: Your insurance may pay for this.
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the help of ~lanned Parenthood, gave away 3,000 condoms. They planned other
booths for both wellness
week and May Daze, but
they were not able to get the
condoms in time for either.
Even more programs
were arranged for the on
campus community. The
Community Advisors in the
dorms received AIDS education during their in service training, while the Wellness center on campus has
presented AIDS videos and
other AIDS programs for
the residence halls. The
Wellness Education Committee, a committee of students, also began working
for AIDS awareness in the
residence halls last year.
During the next year, however, they plan to make
their program campus
wide.
Anyone wanting infor-

AIDS
continued from page 6

training session for UD 101
instructors."
Another, slightly more
colorful, attempt at reaching all the students was the
Student Government's condom tree. Last winter, during Raider Days, Student
Government set up a booth
to distribute information
about AIDS as well as condoms.
"We were trying to create an atmosphere to make
them [the students] ask
questions." Roni WilsonVinson, last year's Student
Government Chair said,
"Many people are also too
embarrassed to buy condoms .... We were trying to
make them less taboo."
During Raider Days, the
student government, with

Tuition

continued from page 1

a $2,500 fine. After the
first offense, it becomes a
~hird-degree felony, pun~shable by up to 1O years
m jail and $5 ,000 fine.
General fines for
operating a motor vehicle
while under the influence
were also increased under

the new law.
'·'

The law also affects
those under the age of 21,
the legal age for buying

~

College

Court

against libel lawsuits could
be weakened. A new law
banning the burning of the
continued from page 4
American flag could be
be women's right to have
upheld instead of struck
abortions, first declared 17
down. Government actions
years ago in Roe v. Wade.
aimed at accommodating
The doctrine is alreadyon
religious practices possibly even some fonn of
shaky ground, and a shove
from the right could end it
school prayer - could be
for good.
viewed more favorably.
Affinnative action
But flat predictions about
programs like those upheld
Supreme Court votes are
this year could be found
risky. Brennan himself was
unconstitutional by a court
appointed by Republican
without Brennan. Some of
President Dwight Eisenthe court's most unpopular
hower, a pick Eisenhower
decisions protecting criminal later regretted. All justices,
rights could fall or be
to varying degrees, also feel
whittled away further,
bound by the precedent of
including the so-called
past rulings, especially
Miranda doctrine, which
recent ones.
allows criminal suspects to
"Judges don't like to
remain silent under police
reverse decisions, they' re
questioning.
much more comfortable
The substantial advanwhittling them down," says
tage the news media have in Kamisar. "But things will
defending themselves
change; that is for certain."

not because the student has
changed, but because the
continued from page 4
parents have. Especially
after the youngest child
of adult they want to be," he leaves for college, parents
agam become husband and
sru.d.
Most parents, on the
wife. They might adopt a
other hand, look forward to different lifesty le,redecorate
the homecoming. At this
or even move to a smaller
point, parent-adolescent
home, says McCubbin.
conflicts usually have been
When a college student
resolved, so parents and
moves home, things he or
she might have taken for
their children enjoy better
communication and deeper
granted at school-privacy
affection.
and the freedom to come
Beware - this might be and go - can conflict with
the honeymoon peliod, says house rules.
What to do? Experts say
Hamilton McCubbin, dean
of the University of Wiscon- that as long as students are
living with their parents,
sin at Madison School of
Family Resources and
Consumer Sciences and a
family-stress researcher.
After about one week,
the honeymoon gives way
to issues of control, he
says. Parents and collegeage children might argue
about everything from
and ·consuming alcoholic
money to privacy to
beverages in the state of
freedom.
Ohio.
This happens because
Penalties for using a
they should respect their
both parents and their
false identification to
parents' wishes - or at
children have changed.
purchase alcohol include a
least compromise.
Says Stumbras, "When
$250 fine for the first
Dawn Geras of Northyou go to school, you 're
offense, a $500 fine and
brook, Ill., says the expected
exposed to new ideas and
possible 60-day license
conflict between her and her
values. You are not the
suspension for the second
son, 19-year-old Todd
same person when you
offense, and a $500 fine
Hardy, a sophomore
return as when you left."
and mandatory 90-day
Furthennore, being over architecture major at the
license suspension, with
University of Illinois, has
18 does not make children
the possibility of commuadults in their parents' eyes, given way to mutual respect
nity service and suspen.especially if~~¥ are. ... , , du~ tC? ~l!ch ,compro""ise.
sion until age 21 for third . financially dependent.
"I thought that he would
and ubsClJ.uent offenses.
so
used to having his
be
: Some frustrations result,

active duty for a specified
time.
continued from page 4
- The Pell Grant
tive student's tuition will be Program is based soley on
paid at a Michigan public
student need, as detennined
college or university.
by a standard formula. In
If the student decides not order to apply, you will need
to attend college, the
a copy of your current filed
investment can be withtax fonns. Apply early drawn with some interest. If it's a necessary step to other
a student chooses a private
fonns of financial aid, even
or out-of-state school,
if you don't qualify for Pell.
Michigan will pay a set
- Business service
amount toward that tuition.
clubs: Rotary, Knights of
- The Navy Nuclear
Columbus, American
Propulsion Officer CandiLegion, Lions Club, Women
date Program is open to
in Business.
college sophomore and
- Corporations: Ford
junior math, physics,
Motor Co., IBM, Whirlpool,
chemistry and engineering
Westinghouse (Some
majors with a high gradecorporations limit scholarpoint average. Financial aid, ships to employees' chilwhich includes a bonus of
dren.)
$3,000 and $1,000 per
- Scholarships: vary month until graduation, is
check with your high school
paid in return for becoming or college financial aid
an officer and serving on
office.

Laws

mation about AIDS can
contact the Wellness center or the Student Health
Center, both in the basement of Allen Hall. You
can also call, the Center for
Disease Control Hotline
(1-800-342-AIDS), the
Public Health Service Hotline (1-800-447-AIDS), or
the National Gay Task
Force and Aids Crisis Hotline (1-800-221-7044).
Remember, AIDS is
transmitted by intimate
(sexual) contact and by
exposure to contaminated
blood. You can not get
AIDS from bathrooms, toilets, telephones, swimming pools, whirlpools,
saunas, casual contact,
sneezes or coughs. You
will not catch AIDS by
talking, eating, working, or
living with someone with
AIDS. You do not contract
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Marshall

retirement
r 0 um 0 rs
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Rumors over Supreme
Court Justice Thurgood
Marshall's retirement are
growing. The 82-yearold was taken to Bethesda
Naval Hospital, outside
Washington, D.C.,
Thursday after a fall. He
was in stable condition
during the
weekend. Even before
the fall, rumors abounded
he was retiring. Last year,
he
became confused at the
court, addressing questions to the wrong lawyer.

the need for control. Young
adults must be given latitude
to make choices and
mistakes. It's no longer the
parents' responsibility to
maKe sure everyuung goes
pecfectly."
Stumbras added,
''They're not living in a
hotel - they're living in a
family t'lat deserves respect
and participation."
Glamour and Money
magazines offer more
guidelines for making it
work:
For students:
- Spell out what chores
you'll do. Of course, you'll
be in charge of your room,
bathroom and personal
laundry, but also be clear on
how much cooking and
housecleaning you '11 be
expected to do.
- Establish guidelines
for entertaining. How often
do you hope to have friends
·Hamilton McCubbin
over, and how can you
family stress researcher
minimize the inconvenience
to your parents?
- Express your expectations that you '11 be treated
I do have higher expectaas an adult. You shouldn't
tions. I expect him to be a
be told what to wear, what
considerate adult. I'm
to eat and what friends and
sending a child away, and
dates to go out with.
he's coming back home an
For parents:
adult"
- Try to cut the apron
Experts agree children in
strings. For example, resist
college should follow
reminding your child to
household rules and
maintain household respon- wear a jacket or bring an
umbrella.
sibilities.
- Communicate about
Says Mccubbin,
behavior
you can and cannot
"Parents need to emphasize
the need for rules, but·not
acc~pt, an~.s~~ ~it?~~·.. _ . _

freedom, that he would
resent coming home and
being treated like a child,"
she says. "But he's now
more like an adult, and
theretore, he· s bemg treated
as an adult. He's been even
more responsible than in the
pasL"
Geras, while still
expecting Todd to do the
same chores and such as in
the past, believes the
harmony between the two is
mostly due to having a lack
of additional restrictions
when Todd comes home
from school.
"I don't place restriclions on him," she says, "but

"Parents need to emphasize
the need for rules, but not the
need for control."
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Career

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

1990

continued from page 2

Companies can then
call back with a list of
students they wish to
interview, and career
services makes the
arrangements.
The only cost involved, Cox said, is a
two dollar printing
charge. She explained
that, "The average cost
for career placement at
Ohio universities i $30,"
and WSU Career Services
ha only the two dollar
charge for printing.
Students need to
regi ter to participate in
three ervice : on-campus
interviewing, references,
and the education recruiting fair held in March
every year.
Cox feels that a broad
spectrum of students,
more than ever, is being
served by Career Placement. Cox said: "We get
everyone from psychology majors to liberal-arts
majors to engineering
majors."
Career Services is also
sponsoring a number of
workshops designed to
help students and alumni
write better resumes and
get through the interviewing process. Cox said
any student or graduate

Football
continued from page 11

quarterback Griese threw for
25,092 yards and 192 touchdowns.
''What set him apart was
intelligence and leadership,"
said Miami coach Don Shul~
who presented Griese. "Bob
was a thinking man's quarterback, a chess master who
moved all his pieces brilliantly."
Griese established a 322 record between 1972 and
1973 including a 17-0 mark
in 1972, the only perfect
season in NFL history.
Shula singled out one statistic over all: Griese won
91 of the 131 games he
started.
''The only (Super Bowl)
record I hold is longest sack
by a quarterback, of29 yards,"
Griese said with a chuckle.
"I never was a great talent.
I needed help. And I got

Classified

Al wOOcshops are conducted al 10:00 - 11 :OO am. i1 Career Services, 126 SSW
HOW TO SUCCESSFUU.Y COMPETE 1HROUGH ON~AMPUS IITTERVIEWING:

Susan Cox and Leisa Howard
Tuesday, August 14
Wednesday, August 22
Thursday, August 30
Friday, September 7
Tuesday, September 11
Wednesday, September 19
Thursday, September 27

HELP WANTED-Chinese
Restaurant Great Wall
Restaurant in Kettering.
Need waitress & parttime kitchen help.
Experience prefered.
Call 435-0526.

ROOMATE WANTEDBeavercreek Ranc h, 10
min. to WSU, Fully
furnished with laundry
facility. $330/month.
Available Now. Call 426-

7791.

RESUME WRJTING: Leisa Howard
Wednesday, August 1 S
Thursday, August Z3
Tuesday, August 28
Thursday, September 6
Wednesday, September 12
Friday, September 21
Fnday, September 28
INTEFMEWING TECHNIQUES: Leisa Howard
Thursday, August 16
Fnd y, August 24
Wednesday, August 29
Tu sday, September 4
Tnursday, September 13
Tuesday, September 18
Wednesday, September 26

Real.me

Johnathon A. Doe
4123 Anyplace Driv
Anywhere, Ohio 454545

PHOTOGRAPHERSBecome a
photographer for The
Guardian and learn
about photojournalism.
Call 8 73-2505 for details

CAREER FOCUSING: Cyndie Majher
Wednesday, September 5
Thursday, September 20

INTEMEWING ATTIRE SEMINAR FOR MEN & WOMEN
043-045 University Center, 11 :00 am. - 12:00 p.m.
Tuesday, September 25
Please sign

up al the rooeption desk in 126 SSW or telephone 873-2556

Walt<_., hol.rs Tuesday Jhrougt1 Friday, 2:00 - 4:00

WRITERS- The Guardian
is always in search of
writers for all depts.
We offer journalism
experience and
bexperience using the
Macintosh Computer.
Call 873-2505 for details

p.m.

consultants from
'Walker's' from the
Salem Mall will be there,
and anyone who attends
will receive a 15 percent
at 'Walker's."' Cox said.

workshops," said Cox.
Cox is excited about
one workshop in particular, the interviewing
attire workshop held on
September 25. "Three

a lot in Miami."
St. Clair(6-9, 265 pounds)
dominated opposing defenses
for 11 seasons (1953-1963)
for the San Francisco 49ers.
He blocked 10 field goals
and started in five Pro Bowls.
"I think I was the first
(contract) holdout," he said.
"My first contract was for
$5,500 and I held out for
$6,000. For one week."
Harris ran 12, 120 yards
and scored 91 touchdowns
between 1972 and 1983 for
the Steelers, then spent the
1984 season with the Seattle
Seahawks.
''The Steelers won four
Super Bowls (IX, X, XIII,
XIV) on the shoulders and
legs of Franco Harris," said
presenter Lynn Swann, a former Steeler All-Pro wide receiver.
· Harris thanked his blocking back Rocky Bleier for
many unselfish efforts.
"Each player brought their

own little piece that made play."
Between 1974 and 1984,
that decade," he said. "It
all came together to forge Lambert was recognized as
the greatest team of all time the prototype middle line··· We never knew we were backer. He won NFL Player
building a Steeler wing to of the Year honors twice
while collecting 28 intercepthe Hall of Fame."
Hendricks made 26 inter- tions, 15 fumbles and making
ceptions and blocked 25 kicks 1,441 tackles.
during a 15-year career with
"The wall behind the Steel
three teams, mostly with the Curtain was Lambert," said
Oakland-Los Angeles Raid- former Steelers linebacker
ers (1975-1983).
coach Dennis Fitzgerald, who
In making his Hall of also coached him at nearby
Fame-record eighth presen- Kent State University.
Lambert thanked the thoutalion, Raiders owner Al Davis
noted that Hendricks played sands of fans who made the
215 league games - the 150-mile trip.
"I think about how formost by a linebacker in league
tunate I was to play for
history.
"Our motto (at Oakland) the Pittsburgh Steeler fans
a proud, hardworking
was 'A Commitment to Ex- cellence,' and I told Al (Davis) people who love their football
a long time ago I should and their players," he said.
have been committed," he "If I could start my life
~d, referring to his repu- over again, I would be a
tation as a maverick. " ... They pro football player and you
(Raiders) didn't care what damn well better belive I'd
you did as long as you could . be . a Pittsburgh Steeler."
•
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Resumes Professionaly
Typeset.25 resumes for
$15. Call now for a n
appointment. lnprint

298-9500.
Call 873-2505 for details
on placing a Classified.

Bikers shun helmets
Andrew Kerr
©Copyright 1990 USA
TODAY/Apple College
Information Network

is welcome to attend, and
they can do just that by
calling Career Services at
873-2556.
"Students don't need
to register to go to the

GUARANTEED FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE. No
Restrictions. 6-25
Sources. Call 1-900- 346GRANCD

According to Jim
Fremont of the Bicycle
Federation of America, kids
are afraid to wear helmets
because of "peer pressure ...
A feeling that helmets look
stupid."
Last year, according to a
1989 study by two Seattle
medical groups, 61 percent
of bicycle head injuries
were suffered by children
under 15. Only 2 percent of
those children wore helmets.
Adults don't make
terrific role models for
these children either; only
20 percent of people age 25
and older involved in
accidents wore helmets, and
just 7 percent wore helmets
at the time of the accident.
Head injuries are the
most common cause of
death and serious disability
in bicycle accidents. A
thousand people a year die
of head injuries, which also
account for 402,000
hospital visits every year.
"Children are most
likely to suffer injuries, but
are least likely to wear helmets," says Fremond. "For
adults and children, there is
an 85 percent cut inrisk of
head injury if they wear
helmets, and an 88 percent '
cut for brain injury."
· So how do you encour-

age a child to wear a helmet
when resistance is so high?
According to the
Bicycle Federation, parents
should let children help in
picking out the helmet.
Helmets can also be
personalized; emblazened
with stickers or tape (as
long as the tape doesn ' t
hurt the helmet).
Parents can praise their
children when they wear
helmets. And parents
should be examples by
wearing helmets tilemselves.
The Cascade Bicycle
Club of Seattle, has instigated a highly successful
education program to get
kids to wear helmets. ·
School programs have
helped buoy the use of
helmets in Seattle from just
one percent to 16 percent in
three years.
In some states, motorcyclists are required to wear
helmets, but the same
measures have not been
taken for bicyclists. Some
states have passed laws
requiring passengers in the
children's seat of a bicycle
to wear a helmet, but legis·
lation hasn't gotten much
further.
However, on October l,
Howard County, Md., will
require that all bicyclists
wear helmets on public
roads and bicycle paths,
m~ng it the first governmental body in the nation to
enact such legislation .

Comic redacted due to copyright
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''These f re.-;hmen catch on quickly.
Those IBM PS/2's should get them off to a fast start."

---How're you going to do it?
The IBM Personal System/2® can get you up and running fast, too. It
helps you whip through term papers and reports, and make last-minute
revisions quickly and easily. You get more work done in less time.
\'

1l '
J

PS/2 I t
e

It comes preloaded with the software you need.
Turn it on and its ready to go.
Wi~h a .P,oint-and-dick I BM. Mouse and color
graphics, its easy to learn and fun to use.
An<l if that isn't enough, the special student price
makes it easy to aflonJ, and you can pay for it in installments with an IBM PS/2® Loan for Learning~
Let us ~how you how the PS/2 can help put you on
the fast tmck.
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Don't delay!
Call 873-3385
for a fast start
on . your future!
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·This offer 1s available only to quallhe<J students. faculty and staff whO purchase 18~ .Ps12;s thr«?U.9ri qa1t1c1pating campu$ outle_ts. Dr:diets a~ subfect to avaitabtbty
Prices are subiect to change and tBM may withdraw the offer at any nme w1ttrout written notice.
, • •
• , • _•
•
®lBM. Personat Systtm/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of lnternatt0nal Bu.sine~s Machines Corporation.
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